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One of the first problems encountered by primitive cells was that of vol- 
ume regulation; the continuous entry of ions, (eg, NaC1) and water in re- 
sponse t o  the internal colloid osmotic pressure threatening t o  destroy the 
cell by lysis. We propose that t o  meet this environmental challenge cells 
evolved an ATP-driven proton extrusion system plus a membrane carrier 
that would exchange external protons with internal Na'. With the appear- 
ance of the ability t o  generate proton gradients, additional mechanisms t o  
harness this source of energy emerged. These would include proton-nutrient 
cotransport, K+ accumulation, nucleic acid entry, and motility. A more 
efficient system for the  uptake of certain carbohydrates by  vectorial phosphor- 
ylation via the  PEP-phosphotransferase system probably appeared rather early 
in the evolution of anaerobic bacteria. 

The reversal of the proton-ATPase reaction t o  give net ATP synthesis 
became possible with the  development of other types of efficient proton 
transporting machinery. Either light-driven bacterial rhodopsin or  a re- 
dox system coupled t o  proton translocation would have served this func- 
tion. Oxidation of one substrate coupled to  the  reduction of another sub- 
strate by membrane-bound enzymes evolved in such a manner that pro- 
tons were extruded from the cell during the reaction. The progressive ela- 
boration of this type of redox proton pump permitted the  use of exogen- 
ous electron acceptors, such as fumarate, sulfate, and nitrate. The step- 
wise growth of these electron transport chains required the accretion 
of several flavoproteins, iron-sulfur proteins, quinones, and cytochromes. 
With modifications of these four basic components a chlorophyll-depen- 
dent photosynthetic system was subsequently evolved. The oxygen that 
was generated by this photosynthetic system from water would eventually 
accumulate in the atmosphere of the earth. With molecular oxygen pres-' 
ent, the  emergence of cytochrome oxidase would complete the respira- 
tory chain. 

The proton economy of membrane energetics has been retained by most 
present-day microorganisms, mitochondria, chloroplasts, and cells of higher 
plants. A secondary use of the  energy stored as an electrochemical differ- 
ence of Na' for  powering membrane events probably also evolved in micro- 
organisms. The exclusive use of the Na' economy is distinctive of the  plasma 
membrane of animal cells; the Na'-K' ATPase sets u p  an electrochemical 
Na' gradient that provides the energy for osmoregulation, Na+-nutrient co- 
transport, and the action potential of excitable cells. 
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A great deal of thought has been given to the evolution of the mechanisms of bio- 
energetics [l-201. We shall not review all of the various hypotheses in great detail, but 
shall instead attempt to  bring together thoughts from several sources and to emphasize 
what we believe to be a reasonable series of events. This paper focuses attention on 
newer knowledge in membrane biology with particular emphasis on the chemiosmotic 
ideas of Mitchell [21,22] and the major events in the evolution of some of the ion 
transporting mechanisms and other membrane mechanisms involved in energy transfor- 
mations. In several cases, contemporary examples are given for the particular mechanisms 
under discussion. 

types of data, we adopt the assumption that almost every invention in this long process is 
preserved by certain lines of organisms, either because they were channeled by specializa- 
tion or because they continue to occupy ecological niches not very different from those 
in which the ancestral forms lived. For instance, anaerobic environments endured even 
after oxygen became abundant in the atmosphere, and one might therefore expect some 
anaerobes to refine their mechanisms for energy transduction rather than to proceed to 
entirely novel systems. If indeed there are relatively few “missing links,” one should be 
able to piece together the puzzle of evolution with hints provided by present-day repre- 
sentatives of different classes of organisms. 

tion that can be called upon to aid this inquiry. This involves the study of the macro- 
molecular sequences with homologous functions, such as the amino acid sequences of 
cytochrome molecules and the nucleotide sequences of 5s RNA. The basic assumption 
in this approach is that cells possessing macromolecules of similar sequences are closely 
related, whereas those with very different patterns are more distantly related. Com- 
puter analysis based on this basic criterion has provided valuable phylogenetic informa- 
tion [23-271. 

In trying to formulate the sequence in the evolution of bioenergetics based on various 

Fortunately, there is an independent approach to this question of biological evolu- 

THE TIME SCALE IN EVOLUTION 

Let us first review the currently accepted time scale for biological evolution [28- 
301 . The earth is generally belived to have appeared about four and a half billion years 
ago. Fossil evidence dates the appearance of microorganisms to over three billion years 
ago (Fig. 1). At that time, the atmosphere consisted of nitrogen, hydrogen, ammonia, and 
carbon dioxide. The oxygen concentration was exceedingly low and was due to  photo- 
lysis of water. Thus, the earliest microorganisms must have been anaerobes. Fossil evi- 
dence suggests that cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) appeared almost three billion years 
ago and the first eukaryotes about 1.4 billion years [31] .In the absence of oxygen in the 
atmosphere, there was no ozone shielding of the ultraviolet radiation, which would be 
highly lethal to living cells. Thus, it is presumed that the various microorganisms were pro- 
tected from the ultraviolet radiation by several feet of water, which reduced the intensity 
to tolerable levels. When molecular oxygen was being released through photosynthesis by 
the early cyanobacteria, the gas accumulated in the atmosphere, and ozone was in turn 
generated; organisms could then grow at the surface of the water due to the much lower 
levels of radiation. By about 0.6 billion years ago, the atmospheric oxygen concentra- 
tion had risen to approximately 0.2%, which allowed the development of the mature 
aerobic respiratory chain. During the next 150 million years the oxygen content rose 
to 2%, further increasing the ozone shield, so that life was then possible on dry land for 
animals and plants. 
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Fig. 1. Time sequence in biological evolution. 

THE ‘FIRST CELL‘ 

As Haldane [ 3 2 ]  has suggested, “The critical event that may best be called the ori- 
gin of life was the enclosure of several different self-reproducing polymers within a semi- 
permeable membrane .” Whereas the appearance of the first primitive plasma membrane 
was an important key to future development of the cell, it  posed special problems of its 
own (Fig. 2). The presence of nondiffusible macromolecules within the cell would re- 
sult in an osmotic force (colloid osmotic pressure), which results in entry of water and salts 
into the cell [33-361. When all of the ion pumps are turned off, the natural tendency for 
NaCl and H 2 0  to enter can be observed in animal cells [36] . When the normal ion pumps 
are permitted to function once again, the NaCl is pumped out of the cell, which shrinks 
back to its original volume. 

ways. If the membrane became completely impermeable to water and to NaC1, no increase 
in cell volume would occur. However, artificial membranes, as well as biological membranes, 
are intrinsically quite permeable to water and show a low but measureable permeability to 
NaCl. A second possible solution to the osmotic difficulties would be the synthesis of a 
rigid cell wall surrounding the plasma membrane. This particular mechanism has been wide- 
ly utilized by microorganisms and plants. It seems reasonable, however, to suppose that the 
simple cell membrane, unprotected by rigid cell walls, existed for some period of time be- 
fore the development of the complex apparatus required for cell wall biosynthesis. Without 
a rigid cell wall, another solution for the osmotic crisis must have been utilized: an ion 
pump. We speculate that to regulate cell volume even primitive cells must have been equipped 
with the machinery necessary for extruding the NaCl that entered by diffusion [ 151 . 

The osmotic crisis of the primitive cell could, in principle, be met in one of several 
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Fig. 2. Colloid osmotic problem of the “first” cell. The formation of a membrane would trap within 
the cell macromolecules plus the ions of the early sea, which consisted primarily of NaCl. The non- 
diffusable macromolecules within the cell cause the entry of water and NaCl which in turn causes con- 
tinuous swelling, and if unopposed, would lead to lysis. 

There is a class of microorganisms, the mycoplasmas, that lack a cell wall and must 
regulate their volume by ion pumps. Unfortunately, these cells have not yet been studied 
in detail. It seems reasonable to look among this and other primitive types of microorgan- 
isms and see if any of them possesses a mechanism that might have served this purpose. 
The familiar Na+-K+ ATPase of animal cells would be ideally suited for the purpose, but 
we believe it did not evolve until much later, since it has never been found in microorgan- 
isms, algae, or higher plants. On the other hand, two ion pumps that could have carried 
out this function together are found in almost all present-day microorganisms. This con- 
sists of an ATP-driven proton pump and an Na+-H+ exchange pump. As illustrated in 
Figure 3,  an ATP-driven mechanism pumps out of the cell H+, which reenters on a carrier 
in exchange for Na’. Since most of the returning H+ become buffered and thereby os- 
motically inactive, the process leads to a net loss of Na’. 

Let us return to the proton pump for closer scrutiny. We speculate that the primary 
driving force for membrane-related events was an ATP-driven proton pump. The primi- 
tive anaerobes probably depended upon substrate level phosphorylation for ATP produc- 
tion. The respiratory and photosynthetic processes were to come later. ATP was split by 
the ATPase and H+ transferred from the cytoplasm to the external medium. This process 
gave rise to an electrochemical potential difference of protons across the membrane, which 
we shall refer to as protonmotive force, according to the suggestion of Mitchell [21,22] . 
Protonmotive force consists of a chemical potential difference or pH gradient (inside alka- 
line), as well as a membrane potential A\k (inside negative). The quantitative relationship 
between these factors is given by the equation: 

AGH+ = A s  - 60 Aph 

AU present-day anaerobic microorganisms possess the reversible ATP-driven proton pump. 
In those anaerobes that have been studied, this mechanism is catalyzed by a complex series 
of polypeptides associated with an additional membrane-bound protein that acts as a pro- 
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Fig. 3. Solution to the colloid osmotic problem; evolution of two carriers. This primitive sodium pump 
is driven by a proton gradient, which in turn results from an ATP-driven proton pump. Redrawn from 
Wilson and Maloney [IS]. 

ton channel. Such a sophisticated mechanism almost certainly emerged after numerous 
successive refinements. The possible modes of evolution of the ATPase of  mitochondria, 
chloroplasts, and bacteria will be discussed in a later section. A very simple proton ATPase 
has recently been found in Neurospora [37-391 and yeast cells [40-431. This enzyme 
consists of a single polypeptide chain (functioning probably as a dimer) that can pump 
protons across a plasma membrane with the splitting of ATP. We propose that the first 
proton pump consisted of a single peptide (probably functioning as a dimer) that was a 
common ancestor of  the Neurospora (and yeast) ATPase and the more complex enzyme 
found in most modern bacteria. 

Several interesting features of Nat-Ht exchange mechanisms might be mentioned. 
This sodium pump is ubiquitous among microbial cells [44-SO].  As indicated above, 
we postulate that this mechanism associated with proton pumping was responsible for 
volume regulation. In primitive bacteria, this exchange mechanism might have involved 
the entr; of one 
be the pH gradient across the membrane. The efficacy of this sodium pump would depend 
upon the pH gradient found across the plasma membrane. Under certain circumstances 
when the ApH was extremely small, Na' pumping would be ineffective. Hence, there 
must have evolved a second, more effective type of Na'-H' exchange mechanism that 
could pump Na' against larger concentration gradients, although it would be energeti- 
cally more expensive t o  operate. In this mechanism, two or more protons enter while 
one sodium ion is extruded. Thus two types of driving forces are harnessed: electrical 
and chemical gradients. 

A second role for the Nat-Ht exchange mechanism has been suggested by Skulachev 
[ S l ]  . He pointed out  that the Nat gradient is, in effect, a storage form of energy that may 
be converted into ApH when needed. During proton pumping, the A 9  can store very little 

and exit of  one Na'. Thus, the driving force for Na'extrusion would 
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energy, while the ApH stores far more due to buffering. The Na+ gradient (which is in 
equilibrium with either ApH or &+) is a further storage form of energy. 

if the membrane were only slightly permeable to postassium. The driving force for Kt 
uptake would be A*, 120 mV being sufficient to provide a ratio of K+ (in)/Kt (out) of 
l O O / l .  As a consequence of this accumulation, the K+ gradient becomes a form of stored 
energy that is in equilibrium with A!€'. As A* is drained off, Kt exits from the cell tending 
to buffer the membrane potential. Several specific accumulating mechanisms for K+ were 
evolved, one of them to overcome the adverse effects of shrinkage due to exposure to ex- 
ternal media of high ionic strength. Epstein showed that when E coli cells are plasmolysed 
in hypertonic solutions K+ pumps are stimulated to accumulate K+ which, in turn, leads 
to H 2 0  entry and deplasmolysis of the cell [52]. 

Potassium ion would be expected to accumulate within a proton pumping cell even 

UPTAKE OF NUTRIENTS 

The use of phospholipids as the matrix of the plasma membrane created another 
problem: the simple passive diffusion of most nutrients from the external medium would 
be severely restricted. Only lipid-soluble substances such as fatty acids (in their protonated 
form) could readily penetrate the primitive cell membrane. On the other hand, sugars, 
amino acids, di- and tri-carboxylic acids, and phopshorylated substances could not pene- 
trate the membrane from the external surface at a sufficiently rapid rate to be useful in 
metabolism. Thus, some type of transport system must have appeared at a very early 
stage, as Holden has suggested [6] . Two simple transport mechanisms may be visualized: 
1) a nonspecific pore (or channel) may be created in the membrane by the insertion of a 
transmembrane portein(s), or 2) a partially specific protein carrier may be installed in 
the membrane to catalyze bidirectional movement of small molecules. These proteins 
might arise de novo as relatively low molecular weight hydrophobic polypeptides, which 
provided the membrane with a slight increase in permeability to a variety of small mole- 
cules. Modifications of these polypeptides that allowed a greater entry rate of existing 
nutrients would give selective advantage. Alternatively, preexisting transmembrane pro- 
teins (such as the proton pump or Nat-Ht exchange carrier) might have been precursors 
for other membrane carriers. In either case, the substrate would move acorss the membrane 
without the expenditure of energy. These systems have the advantages of simplicity and 
the lack of energy requirement. Their disadvantages are that a relatively high external sub- 
strate concentration would be required and that with low specificity the loss of metabolic 
intermediates would be unavoidable. Progressive increase in specificity of channels or 
carriers would restrict the uptake of irrelevant compounds as well as impede escape of 
intermediate metabolites. 

Examples of channels in present-day organisms include the Na+-channel of nerve 
and muscle, the glycerol facilitator of E coli [55-581 , the porin channels, and the maltose 
channels (lamda receptor) in the outer cell membrane of Gram-negative microorganisms. 
Examples of carriers mediating facilitated diffusion in present-day organisms include glu- 
cose, glycerol, and anion carriers of the red blood cell, glucose carriers of most animal 
cells [53] ; and sugar carriers in yeast [54]. 

ing selection pressure to invent scavenging mechanisms for uptake. One of these pro- 
cesses involved the cotransport of nutrients and cations [59]  . By this system, nutrients 
at low external concentration may be accumulated by the cell to internal concentrations 

As the concentration of nutrients in the environment fell, there developed increas- 
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far higher than those in the environment. The driving force for this pump is energy 
stored as an electrochemical potential difference of a specific cation. Microorganisms fre- 
quently use the electrochemical potential difference of H+ for their transport system, 
whle animal cells use Nat gradients. There is obligatory coupling between Ht entry and 
nutrient entry. Thus, protons enter the cell via the carrier down an electrochemical grad- 
ient, dragging nutrients into the cell (Fig. 4). 

The best known mechanism of this type in microorganisms is the lactose-* cotrans- 
port system of E coli. Two types of experiments support the view that there is obliga- 
tory coupling between the sugar and the cation. The addition of lactose to energy-depleted 
cells resulted in proton entry into the cell and an alkalinization of the external medium 
[60]. In a second type of experiment, it was shown that when energy-depleted cells were 
incubated in the presence of lactose or lactose analogs, substrate accumulation occurred 
if an inwardly directed proton-motive force, either in the form of a membrane potential 
or a pH gradient (outside acid), was provided [61-631. 

A different mechanism has evolved for the uptake of certain sugars and polyhydric 
alcohols. The phosphenolpyruvate-dependent phosphotransferase system [64] trans- 
locates a variety of carbohydrates from the external medium and phosphorylates them in 
the same process. In view of the fact that the sugar must be phosphorylated as an obliga- 
tory intermediate for its metabolism, this mechanism may be viewed as energetically most 
economical, since no additional energy is used for the transport event. Saier [65] suggested 
that substitutions of hydrophilic amino acids by hydrophobic ones might have enabled a 
primitive hexokinase to become associated with the membrane. Further mutations might 
have led to a transmembrane location, thus providing “access” for glucose from the me- 
dium. (In this regard, it  may be of interest to note that certain specific membrane pro- 
teins of the phosphotransferase system exhlbit the ability to catalyze facilitated diffu- 
sion of the substrate under nonphosphorylating conditions [66,67] .) The culmination of 
such an evolutionary sequence resulted in the ability of the cell to capture carbohydrates 
from the medium and to deliver them in phosphorylated form into the cytoplasm. The 
prototype translocation system would later give rise to a family of protein complexes with 

a .i 
NUTRIENT H t  

Fig. 4. Nutrient-proton cotransport system. 
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different substrate specificities. The energy donor might have shifted from ATP t o  phos- 
phoenolpyruvate. It is possible t o  visualize other primeval enzymes that might have been 
converted into membrane carriers in a stepwise manner as described above. 

The exploitation of  the cation-driven mechanism for transporting lactose by some 
bacterial species and the use of the phosphotransferase mechanism for uptake of  lactose 
by other species permitted a comparative study. The relative advantages of the two strate- 
gies of transport were evaluated by examining the growth abilities on several galactosides. 
Streptococcus lactis and Staphylococcus aureus, which utilize a phosphotransferase sys- 
tem show a more efficient scavenging ability for lactose than E coli and Klebsiella aero- 
genes, which utilize the proton-sugar cotransport system (Table I). The threshold for 
growth of  the former two species is 1 pM, whereas that for the latter two species is 10 
times higher. On the other hand, the organisms with the cotransport mechanism have a 
broader specificity that allows at  least two additional galactosides t o  be utilized for growth. 
In keeping with the hypothesis that the proton driven lactose transport was selected for 
its versatility, a detoxification reaction catalyzed by thiogalactoside transacetylase apparent- 
ly coevolved to  disencumber the cell of nonutilizable galactosides that are unavoidably 
accumulated [69] . Thus, depending upon the environmental conditons, different transport 
systems may be favored. 

ENERGY REQUIREMENT FOR DNA TRANSFER 

The transfer of DNA molecules from one cell t o  another played a central role in 
the evolutionary process. Methods available t o  prokaryotes include transformation, 
conjugation, and phage-mediated transduction. These processes apparently require energy 
in the form of ion gradients. In 1976, Crinius postulated [71]  that protonmotive force 
drives the uptake of  DNA. Experimental verification of  this hypothesis has come from 
several sources. The uptake of free DNA (transformation) by Bacillus subtilis is drastically 
reduced by  lowering the protonmotive force [ 7 2 , 7 3 ] .  Likewise, a protonmotive force 
appears t o  be necessary for DNA transfer in E coli by conjugation 1741. Protonmotive 
force is also necessary for DNA transfer by phage T4 [75-771. 

PROTON PUMPS NOT DRIVEN BY ATP 

The earliest cells were capable of producing high energy phosphate in only one 
manner: substrate level phosphorylation. This is extremely inefficient. It should be  re- 
called that ,whereas the converions of  glucose to  lactate in the Embden-Meyerhoff path- 
way yields only two molecules of ATP from ADP, 36 ATP molecules can be generated 
when the complete respiratory chain is available. The evolution of  mechanisms that 
could transport protons from the interior of the cell across the membrane t o  the ex- 
ternal medium was a crucial process, since it would provide the energy for ATP synthesis 
by reversing the proton ATPase. Two classes of such mechanisms are well known: oxida- 
tion-reduction reactions coupled t o  proton pumping and light-driven proton pumping 
dependent on rhodopsin or chlorophyll. There have been diverse views on the order of 
emergence of  components responsible for chlorophylldependent photosynthesis and 
anaerobic electron transport system. 

As suggested by Calvin [7] , Egami [ 1 1 1 ,  Hall [9] and others [ 10, 191 , it  seems 
reasonable that individual steps in anaerobic oxidation reduction reactions developed prior 
t o  photosynthesis. This postulate is supported by data on nucleotide and amino acid se- 
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quence, which led Schwartz and Dayhoff [26 ]  to conlude that “. . . many components 
of the respiratory chain predate oxygen-releasing photosynthesis.” We belive that anaero- 
bic respiratory pathways developed by the accretion of  one component a t  a time, re- 
sulting in the construction of complexes that can couple a variety of redox reactions t o  
proton pumping. In this process emerged flavoproteins, iron-sulfur compounds, quinones, 
and cytochromes. The next major event was the evolution of the chlorophyll molecules 
from the porphyrins, which were already exploited for energy transduction. .4nd finally, 
the chlorophyll was coupled to preexisting cytochromes, iron-sulphur proteins, and 
quinones to give the first simple type of  bacterial photosynthesis. This was followed 
by oxygen-liberating photosynthetic processes. The accumulation of atmospheric oxy- 
gen allowed the completion of the respiratory chain with the appearance of cyto- 
chrome oxidase. Several of  these steps will be considered in sequence. 

EVOLUTION OF REDOX PROTON PUMPS 

An enormous step forward in the evolution of bioenergetics occurred when cells 
learned to couple oxidation reduction mechanisms to proton pumping. We postulate that 
a soluble enzyme catalyzing a redox reaction became associated with the plasma membrane. 
Several mechanisms can be suggested to  account for such an event. For example, the gene 
coding for the redox enzyme might become fused with a duplicated DNA segment of the 
A p a s e  gene coding for the transmembrane proton channel. The hybrid protein would 
thus acquire two functional domains at  once. Alternatively, a redox enzyme and a trans- 
membrane protein might have coevolved to give a new enzyme complex. In either case, 

TABLE 1. Scavenging Power Versus Versatility of the Vectorial Phosphorylating and Concentrative 
Mechanisms for the Uptake of p-Calactosides* 

Threshold for growth (pM) 

Bacteria 
D-galactosyl- D-galactosyl- D-galactosyl- 
0-1 , ~ - D - ~ ~ u c o x  p-1,4-D-fructosc fl-l.3-Darabinose 

Escherichia coli 
(K12) 

Klebsiclla aerogencs 
(13882) 

Streptococcus lactis 
(7963) 

Staphylococcus aurcus 
(655) 

10 

10 

I 

1 

10 10 

10 10 

No growth N o  growth 

No growth No growth 

Taken from Andrews and Lin [68]. 
*Gram-negative organisms (E coli and K aerogenes) have both an outer and an inner phospholipid mem- 
brane, whereas Gram-positive organisms (S lactis and S aureus) have only an inner plasma membrane. 
The presence of the outer membrane, however, should not significantly influence the scavenging power 
of the cell for a pgalactoside, since nutrients with molecular weights up to 600 can pass freely through 
thc nonspecific aqueous channel constituted by the porin proteins. This belief is supported by the obser- 
vation that the half-saturation constant K, for growth on glucose (entering via the phosphotransfer- 
ase system) is 1 p M  in the case of E coli 1701. The threshold glucose concentration for growth should 
be even lower. 
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the consequence would be the coupling of the oxidation of an internal substrate to the 
ejection of protons. This redox pump would allow the energy released in the redox step 
to  be converted into an electrochemical potential difference for protons (Fig. 5). When 
the protonmotive force across the membrane reached a critical level (200-240 mV), the 
reaction catalyzed by the preexisting proton ATPase would be reversed to give ATP. 

REVERSAL OF THE H+-ATPase FUNCTION (ATP SYNTHESIS) 

Mitchell [79] has pointed out the evolutionary significance of the reversal of direc- 
tion of the proton ATPase. "It is an evolutionarily atrractive proposition that the proton- 
translocating oxidation loop system and the reversible proton-translocation ATPase may 
have arisen separately as alternatives for generating the pH difference and membrane po- 
tential required for nutrient uptake and ionic regulation via porter systems in primitive 
prokaryotic cells, and that the accidental occurrence of both systems in the same cell 
may then have provided the means of storing the free energy of oxidoreduction in ATP 
synthesized by the reversal of the ATPase, or in some other anhydride, such as pyro- 
phosphate, produced by a similar mechanism." While both redox and ATP-driven pro- 

A 
I I 

I OH2 t A 

I D t AH2 
I ATM*2"t 

I ADP 
I 

\ \ 
\ I 

I 
1 
I 
I 

2?i+ 

Fig. 5. The redox-proton pump. In A) the oxidation reduction reaction is catabolyzed by a soluble 
enzyme. In B) the enzyme complex is embedded in the membrane and becomes capable of pro- 
ton pumping [78] .  The protonmotive force reverses the direction of the ATPase giving ATP syn- 
thesis. 
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ton pumps would provide an equally effective source of energy for primitive membrane- 
related functions, we belive that a proton ATPase (involving only a single peptide) rep- 
resents a simpler process than the redox loop, which would require two or more mutually 
adapted proteins. Thus, we postulate that the ATPase predated the redox proton pumps 
and that such redox mechanisms evolved in a cell already possessing an ATPase. 

A key feature of our proposed scheme is the antecedence of a proton ATPase and 
the capacity of this ATPase to be reversed in direction. Although the proton ATPase of 
Neurospora and yeast, which we take as a prototype of the original proton pump, have 
not yet been studied in detail for this reversibility, there is ample evidence that the corre- 
sponding enzymes of mitochondria [80], chloroplasts [81], and microorganisms [82] do 
function in a reversible manner. For example, the proton ATPase of the anaerobe Strep- 
tococcus lactis is used physiologically for proton pumping at the expense of ATP, but it 
can be readily reversed by providing artificial protonmotive force that is inwardly directed 
~ 3 1 .  

ELABORATION OF ELECTRON TRANSPORT CHAINS 

In a cell that has invented a redox pump, a terminal electron receptor must be 
available for the redox reaction to continue (see Table 11). It is possible that initially 
Fe3+ complexes served this purpose. The resulting Fe2 -+ complex might then be photo- 
oxidized to regenerate the oxidized form. Even simple ferrous and ferrocyanide ions can 
be oxidized under the influence of low wavelength ultraviolet light [90] . However, due 
to poor solubility, it is not liekly that ferric ions in aqueous solution played a biological 
role in the evolution of the redox chain. This problem could have been overcome by 

TABLE 11. Redox Potential of Electron Donors and Acceptors 

Pyruvate/acetate + C02 -700 
C02+/HC02H -420 
H+/1/2 H2 (1 atm) -420 
Ferredoxin Fe3+/Fe2+ (Clostridium pasteurianum) -420 

N AD+/N ADH -320 

Cytochrome c3 Fe3+/Fe2+ (Desulfovribrio desulfuricans) 

Cytochrome b (at least five forms in E coli) -340 to +220 mV 

FAD/FADH2 -220 

S04=/HS- -200 

Menaquinone ox/red (MK) - 74 

Ubiquinone ox/red (Q) + 100 

-205 

Pyruvate/lactate -190 
Dihydroxyacetone-P/glycerol-3-P -190 

Rubredoxin Fe3 +/Fe2+ (Desulfovribrio desulfuricans) - 60 
Fumarate/succinate -t 31 

Cytochrome a Fe3+/Fe2+ + 290 
Ferricyanidelferrocyanide + 360 
N03- /NO2- + 420 
Fe3+/Fe2 (aqueous) + 770 
1/2 O2/H2O + 820 

Adopted from references 84-89. 
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the ability of the organisms to use iron-sulfur compounds. Another advantageous property 
of these compounds is that they adsorb a broad range of visible light, and therefore the 
ferrous ion might be readily reconverted to the ferric state by photo-oxidation. Moreover, 
clustering of the iron-sulfur pairs might greatly facilitate the production of two transitional 
hydrogen atoms in close proximity so that they can combine to form hydrogen gas in the 
reaction : 

2e-  + 2H+ + H2. (2) 
In time, an iron-sulfur complex might have become associated with a specific pro- 

tein to accept more effectively the electrons released from the redox-proton pump (Fig. 6). 
As the atmospheric pressure of hydrogen gas gradually decreased, iron-sulfur proteins with 
lower Fe3+/Fe2+ redox potentials might have evolved to become ferredoxins and iron-sulfur 
hydrogenases. (For reviews of the properties of iron-sulfur proteins, see [91,92] ). This 
would allow reaction 2 to proceed effectively towards the right both kinetically and thermo- 
dynamically. The disposal of electrons by combination with protons to give hydrogen gas 
would then dispense with the need for photo-oxidation of the iron centers. 

proton pumps is provided by Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum, which like other 
methanogenic bacteria, is devoid of cytochromes, menaquinones, or ubiquinones. This 
anaerobe uses COP as the sole source of energy and carbon in the presence of hydrogen 
gas. There is no known mechanism in this reaction that would provide substrate level phos- 
phorylation; thus, a redox-proton pump must be responsible for energy generation. About 
95% of the C 0 2  consumed can be accounted for by the reaction [85,93,94] : 

A clue to the importance of iron-sulfur complexes in the early development of redox 

Figure 7 depicts schematically the generation of protonmotive force by this reaction. The 
actual mechanisms, as well as the stoichiometry of the process, await investigation. 

The acquisition of a membrane system capable of ejecting protons not only contri- 
butes to the ATP pool, but also spares organic compounds such as pyruvate as internal 
electron acceptors. The carbon compounds thus saved can be diverted to serve as struc- 
tural material for biosynthetic intermediates or for energy generation at the level of sub- 
strate phosphorylation. 

Gest suggested another evolutionary pathway for diverting the reducing equivalents 
arising from glycosis: the use of fumarate as a hydrogen sink [95]. As shown in Figure 8, 
instead of reducing all of the pyruvate coming from glycolysis to lactate, half of the pyru- 
vate is carboxylated to oxaloacetate, which then accepts two hydrogens from NADH to give 
malate. The malate is in turn converted to fumarate. I t  is suggested that the primitive fum- 
arate reductase started as a soluble cytoplasmic enzyme. This type of enzyme was found in 
Veillonella alcalescens (Micrococcus lactilyticus), a strict anaerobe [96-981 . Although the 
free energy released from the coupling of NADH oxidation to fumarate reduction is more 
than sufficient to generate an ATP, the soluble enzyme in this organism seems merely to 
play a role as a hydrogen disposal system [99]. 

Further evolution of fumarate reductase resulted in its association with the NADH 
dehydrogenase complex in the membrane (Fig. 8C). This would now give rise to  proton 
pumping when fumarate is converted to succinate. An example of such a redox-proton 
pump is found in the anaerobe Streptococcus faecalis, which is devoid of cytochromes. 
The NADH oxidation coupled to fumarate reduction was shown by Faust and Vandemark 
to generate high energy phosphate [ 1001 . This energy yielding reaction appears to be medi- 
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Fig. 7. Redox-proton pump with hydrogen as donor and COz as electron acceptor [85, 93, 941. F4m 
is a flavinoid compound and FeS deontes an iron sulfur protein. 
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ated only by ferredoxin and a quinone. The harnessing of the redox reaction to a proton 
pump explains why fumarate not only reduced the production of lactate and ethanol during 
glucose fermentation, but also increased the growth yield (70%) beyond what can be 
accounted for by the small increment in acetate excretion. This excretion is a measure of 
pyruvate cleavage by the phosphoroclastic reaction that yields ATP [101-1021 . 

The cytochromes probably evolved as a new class of electron carriers following the 
advent of the redox-proton pump involving ferredoxin and flavins. The heme proteins with 
different redox potentials were able to greatly increase the spectrum of substrates that 
could be coupled to various terminal electron acceptors, either as additional sites for pro-l 
ton ejection or by acting as carriers to facilitate the transmission of the electrons. 

The b-type cytochromes, electron carrier proteins with noncovalently bound pro- 
toheme IX as a prosthetic group, might have made their debut in improved redox chains 
with fumarate as the hydrogen acceptor [102-1041. Perhaps the intercalation of the heme 

Fig. 8. The role of fumarate reductase in the evolution of a redox-proton pump. A) Glycolysis is by 
homolactic fermentation, and the ATP generated from glycolysis is used to drive the proton pump. 
B) The removal of hydrogens by reducing oxaloacetate (OAA) and fumarate allows the cell to Save 
one pyruvate for biosynthesis. The soluble fumarate reductase merely catalyzes the regeneration of 
NAD' from NADH to promote glycolysis. C) Fumarate reductase becomes embedded in the-membrane 
and is coupled to NADH dehydrogenase with ferredoxin and a quinone as intermediate electron car- 
riers. This results in a redox proton pump, the operation of which can reverse the ATPase reaction. 
Modified from Gest [95]. 
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carrier increases the effectiveness of the proton pumping. A present-day example of a 
fumarate reductase redox pump that requires a cytochrome b is the E coli system with 
glycerol 3-phosphate as the hydrogen donor (Fig. 9). Membrane preparation of anaerobi- 
cally grown E coli can couple the oxidation of glycerol 3-phosphate to the reduction 
of fumarate and the generation of ATP [105, 1061. Furthermore, the mechanisms for ATP 
synthesis involves proton pumping [107]. 

The E coli system displayed an interesting property of requiring cytochrome b only 
for the proton pumping process. In the case of a mutant unable to synthesize heme, the 
addition of fumarate to the medium permitted anaerobic growth on glycerol but at a rate 
slower than that observed with the wild-type strain. Moreover, the growth yield of the 
mutant was smaller [108]. In the presence of fumarate, glycerol 3-phosphate stimulated 
the anaerobic uptake of proline by membrane vesicles prepared from heme-containing cells 
but not from heme-deficient cells, despite the ability of these cells to couple the dehydro- 
genation of zlyeerol 3-phosphate to the reduction of fumarate [lo91 . Thus, in the absence 
of cytochrome b ,  the fumarate reductase system appears to act only as a hydrogen sink 
without proton pumping, as in the case of Veillonella alcalescens. The disposal of the 
hydrogen would permit glycerol 3-phosphate to be converted to dihydroxyacetone 
phosphate, which can be effectively used in the glycolytic pathway. 

porphyrin IX as the prosthetic group, might have first evolved in sulfate-reducing bac- 
teria [ 11,891 . The strict anaerobes Desulfovibrio are known to possess ferredoxins, quin- 
ones, b cytochromes, and c cytochromes. These organisms can carry out an eight electron 
reduction of sulfate to sulfide. Sulfate, being a poor oxidant, requires an ATP for initiation 

The c-type cytochromes, electron carrier proteins with covalently attached proto- 

\ 

GLYCEROL 3- PHOSPHATE 

2 Ht 
,2Hi  

4 4  ' 
SUCCINATE I I 

I I 
I I 

ADPtPi. , I 

Fig. 9. A cytochrome b associated with a redox proton pump. This kind of mechanism is widely dis- 
tributed in anaerobic, aerobic, and facultative bacteria. 
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into the electron transport process. However, the role of the key heme carrier, cytochrome 
c 3 ,  with a highly negative midpotential, has not yet been clarified in this group of organisms. 
The sulfate-reducing bacteria are believed to have been in existence for more than two 
billion years [ 1 10, 1 1 1 ] . 

Nitrate reduction systems could have evolved only after the atmosphere ceased to be 
highly reducing, since nitrate is readily reduced by hydrogen gas. There is considerable 
discussion [2,4,  5,9, 131 as to whether nitrate respiration preceded or followed the emer- 
gence of photosynthesis and aerobic respiration. 

Figure 10 depicts in a schematic way several anaerobic redox chains are found in 
E coli. Although the detailed mechanisms have not yet been worked out, it  is likely that 
all the branches in the network depend on similar basic components: flavins, molybdenum, 
selenium, iron-sulfur centers, and b cytochromes. 

symmetrically placed on either side of the quinone. Quinone molecules link the pri- 
mary dehydrogenase limbs with the terminal electron transport chains. Each dehydro- 
genase path consists of a proximal electron acceptor (MO or FAD), a high-potential 
(relatively negative) Fe/S center, and a high-potential b cytochrome; each terminal chain 
contains a low potential (relatively positive) b cytochrome, and a low-potential Fe/S cen- 
ter. It seems that by providing specific components for each limb, the electron carriers 
can be made to interact more readily along a series of cascading redox potentials with large 
drops only at steps where the coupling system drives protons against an energy gradient. 

predict that the genes coding for the protein elements of each limb evolved into a regulon 
that is inducible by the particular primary donor or terminal acceptor. For example, gly- 
cerol 3-phosphate might induce its chain consisting of a dehydrogenase, an Fe/S protein, 
and a cytochrome b,  while fumarate would induce its chain consisting of reductase, Fe/S, 
and cytochrome b. A second control, dependent on the respiratory state of the cell is 
superimposed on the specific substrate control, permitting expression of these pathways 
only under the appropriate redox conditions. This higher order regulation is probably 
also responsible for the change in relative contents of ubuiquinone and menaquinone when 
growth is shifted from aerobic to anaerobic conditions. There is a hierarchy of induction in 
this higher order regulatory mechanism analogous to that of catabolite repression in the 
metabolism of carbon source, whereby the most efficient, ie, redox positive, electron 
acceptors repress less efficient pathways. Thus, the availability of molecular oxygen as an 
acceptor prevents the induction of the nitrate reductase and fumarate reductase systems, 
and the availability of nitrate as an acceptor bars the induction of the fumarate system. 

A variety of redox proton pumps were probably evolved in early anaerobic micro- 
organisms before the atmosphere was enriched with molecular oxygen as a result of micro- 
bial photosynthesis. The cytochromes of the a type, with heme A (in which an extended 
farnesyl ethyl group is attached to one pyrrole ring) as a prosthetic group, were then 
invented to utilize oxygen as the terminal electron acceptor [112] . With such a strong 
acceptor, three proton ejection sites became possible in the elongated electron transport 
chain. 

It is striking that in the evolution af the energy transducing system associated with 
membranes, a pivotal role has been played by the element iron, the atomic properties of 
which make it uniquely suited for catalyzing one electron redox reactions. Calvin [113] 
pointed out many years ago that the intrinsic properties of the ions Fe2+ and Fe3 -k can 
be selectively enhanced by certain ligands to suit particular situations. For instance, the 

The electron donor and acceptor branches show Fe/S proteins and b cytochromes 

From the design of branches radiating from the quinone in Figure 10, one would 
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Fig. 10. Organization of anaerobic electron transport. 1) High potential b cytochromes in brackets 
are postulated by analogy to the formate dehydrogenase-fumarate reductase pathway in Vibrio 
succinogenes and the formate dehydrogenase-nitrate reductase pathway in E coli. 2) The formate 
dehydrogenase limb has been shown to be a complex constituted with three kinds of subunits and 
contains Mo/Se, Fe/S, and cyt b.  3) Maximal activity of anaerobic G3P dehydrogenase (distinct 
from an aerobic enzyme) was observed when both FAD and FMN were present. 4) In analogy to the 
G3P system, it is possible that there may be an anaerobic lactate dehydrogenase which is distinct 
from an aerobic enzyme. 5) aerobic schemes place ubiquinone at  several loci within the chain, shuttling 
between quinol, semiquinone, and quinone forms. For clarity of presentation, the aerobic path has 
been eliminated (dehydrogenase components would also change). 6 )  the nitrate reductase limb has been 
shown to made of three subunits and contains Mo, Fe/S, and cytochrome b 5 5 .  7) fumarate reduc- 
tase uses FAD as a prosthetic group. 

Symbols and abbreviations: F stands for flavoprotein, Fe/s for nonheme iron-sulfur center or pro- 
tein, G3P for glycerol 3-phosp\ate, DHAP for dihydroxyacetone phosphate, MK for menaquinone, 
and Q for ubiquinone. 

ability of iron to catalyze the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide is enhanced by several 
orders of magnitude when the metal ion is complexed with porphyrins. The combination 
of a heme with an apoprotein can enhance such catalytic activity by another several orders 
of magnitude. 

EVOLUTION OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

It is highly probable that chlorophyll evolved after heme had appeared. With the 
acquisition of a chlorophyll system, it was possible for the first time to trap light energy 
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Fig. 11. Light-driven 
from Crofts et al., [ 1 

proton pump in chromatophores of Rhodopseudomonas spheroides. 
141 and Prince et a1 [ 1151. 

Redrawn 

and use it for proton pumping across the membrane. This reaction utilized the pre- 
existing iron-sulfur proteins, cytochromes b and c, and quinones for bacterial photo- 
synthesis [ I  14-1 181 (Fig. 11). Direct evidence for a light-induced membrane potential 
(presumably by proton pumping) in such systems came from studies in the laboratory 
of Skulachev on the reconstitution of the bacteriochlorophyll reaction centers of 
Rhodospirillum rubrum in liposomes [ I  191. These vesicles were then introduced to one 
side of a planar artificial membrane by fusion. Upon illumination, a large membrane po- 
tential developed across the fused membrane (presumably as a result of proton pumping). 

With the evolution of an additional segment of the photosynthetic chain in cyano- 
bacteria (blue-green algae),it was possible to liberate oxygen from water, as well as to 
generate a protonmotive force. Figure 12 shows the intermediate steps that are now 
recognized in the photosynthetic process of chloroplasts [ 1201 . 

BACTERIAL R HODOPSI N 

Bacteriorhodopsin [121] was an excellent mechanism for harvesting the energy 
from light to provide proton transport across the plasma membrane. While this mechanism 
must have conferred selective advatnage to certain prokaryotes, nonetheless it apparently 
was not in the mainstream of evolution of light-trapping mechanisms, for threre is no 
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Fig. 12. Photosynthesis in chloroplasts. Redrawn from Hinkle and McCarty [ 1201. 

evidence that bacterial rhodopsin was ever incorporated into any of the more complex 
examples of photosynthetic mechanisms. It seems to us most likely, therefore, that bac- 
terial rhodopsin later diverged to give rise to light recognition elements in phototactic. 
phototropic, and visual systems, thereby departing from the mainstream of evolutionary 
events in bioenergetics. 

PLANTS 

The unicellular photosynthetic plant Chlorella possesses proton pumps and proton- 
nutrient cotransport systems [122, 1231 . Even though there are relatively few specific 
data on the primary ion pumps of the plasma membrane of higher plants, it is probable 
that the proton economy is conserved. The Nat-K+ ATPase of animalcells has not been 
found although a K+-stimulated ATPase has been studied in higher plants by Hodges [ 1241 . 
Consistent with the hypothesis of a proton economy is the finding of a proton-sucrose 
cotransport in Ricinus cotyledons [125] and in leaf discs of Beta vulgaris [126,127] . 

EVOLUTION OF THE SODIUM POTASSIUM ATPase 

The evolution of animal cells removed restrictive features of the outer cell wall, 
which made possible new types of motility such as ameboid movement. With the loss of the 
protective rigid cell wall, the problem of colloid osmotic swelling reasserted itself. It was 
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presumably in response to this osmotic problem that led to the evolution of the sodium- 
potassium ATPase. Associated with the splitting of one ATP molecule, three Na' are ex- 
truded and two K' accumulated. The net result is the exchange of two internal Na' for 
two external K' plus the extrusion of one NaCl. This process allows the cell to pump out 
the NaCl (and water) that enters under the influence of colloid osmotic forces. The Na'- 
K' ATPase is simpler and perhaps more efficient than the combination of proton pump 
and Nat-Ht exchange mechanism found in microorganisms. The new sodium economy of 
animal cells freed the cell from the pH gradients (inside alkaline) required by more primi- 
tive organisms. In fact, most animal cells show a reversed pH gradient (inside slightly more 
acidic than the external environment). 

At that time, cells were probably in approximate osmotic equilibrium with their environ- 
ment but pumped out the NaCl and H 2 0  that continually leaked in under the colloid os- 
motic forces. The reason for the value of 300 mOsm for the osmotic strength of body 
fluids of many animal species is not entirely clear. Although Macallum [ 1281 has postulated 
that animal cells evolved in an ocean with an ionic content corresponding to 300 mOsm, 
the actual salinity of sea water at that time was probably much higher [ 1291 . Perhaps 
animals evolved in estuaries where fresh water mixed with sea water. Multicellular organisms 
later acquired general types of insulation against osmotic forces in the environment so that 
they could move into regions of altered ionic strength. Skin, cuticle, and scales represented 
different attempts to protect the developing animals from environmental factors. Some 
animal cells living frequently in hypotonic media, such as amoeba, developed a very special 
type of osmoregulatory equipment, the contractile vacuole (a combined sodium transport 
system and mechanical pumping device). 

With the appearance of skin and other surface protections, the internal milieu became 
independent of the external environment, and the internal ionic pattern (including an ionic 
strength of 300 mOsm) apparently drifted very little. Individual cells within the animal body 
were bathed in extracellular fluid the composition of which was carefully regulated. Such 
cells were not faced with large osmotic gradients but required an Na' pump to counteract 
colloid osmotic forces across the membrane. 

With the evolution of the Nat-Kt ATPase, the animal cell gave up its previous pro- 
ton economy for a sodium economy for its plasma membrane. One obvious consequence 
of this change in allegiance from one cation to the other was the necessity of converting 
@-nutrient cotransport systems to Na'-nutrient mechanisms. All of the nutrient-cation 
transport systems that have been described in animal cells utilize Na' (Fig. 13). Some 
microorganisms probably had already learned to use Na' for nutrient cotransport systems 
long before animal cells emerged. We find a number of present-day microorganisms, 
especially those living in high salt concentrations, that utilize Na' gradients for driving 
the uptake of sugars and amino acids f130,131].  A few Nat-nutrient cotransport 

systems are also found in such organisms as E coli (transport of glutamic acid [I321 
and melibiose [ 1331 ). Of particular interest from an evolutionary point of view is the 
E coli transport system for melibiose. The transport of this compound can be driven 
by @ if Na' is absent. However, in the presence of both ions, Na' is preferred [I 34, 
1351 . Thus we may have an example of an intermediate step in the conversion of the 
proton economy to the sodium economy. 

The original animal cells presumably evolved some 600 million years ago in a sea. 
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NUTRIENT Not 

Fig. 13. The sodium economy of animal cells. An ATPdriven Na+-K+ pump evolved only in animal 
cells. The &a+ drives Na+-nutrient cotransport. 

ANIMAL CELLS RETAINED ATP-DRIVEN H+ PUMPS 

While Na+-driven pumps had become predominant in the plasma membrane of  
animal cells, ATP-driven proton pumps were retained for specialized functions. The gastric 
mucosa utilizes an ATP-driven Ht-Kt pump for the production of HC1 [ 1361 . In addi- 
tion. lysozomes [ 1371 and chromaffin granules [ 1381 utilize proton pumps for the pur- 
pose of acidfication of the vesicular contents. 

EVOLUTION OF ATPases 

We propose that from the original proton ATPase of  the primitive cell there evolved 
a wide variety of ATPases used in the active transport of different cations. In Table 111 
are collected data on 7 ATPases that have been studied in recent years. They each have 
a phosphorylated intermediate with the exception of the mitochondrial ATPase, which has 
an ATP bound &-subunit. The second common feature is that they each have a polypep- - 
tide chain of the order of magnitude of  100,000 daltons. The exception to this latter rule 
is the proton ATPase of mitochondria, which has six or seven separate polypeptides. It is 
obviously far more complex. Guidotti [ 141 1 points out that the sum of cy and 0 subunits, 
required for ATP splitting, give a combined molecular weight of slightly more than 100,000 
daltons. Comparing the a subunit of the simpler ATPases with the 01 and 0 subunits of the 
mitochondrial ATPase he argues that ". . . the polypeptides with a molecular weight of 
100,000 can be split by trypsin into approximately half molecules that resemble the size of 
a and 0 polypeptides of the Ht pump." Thus, it might be concluded that the mitochon- 
drial ATPase is a very sophisticated piece of machinery whose a and (3 chains were 
derived from a precursor ATPase. The y, 6 and E subunits are regulatory or structural. 
The Fo portion of the ATPase consists of 3 polypeptides tound in the plasma membrane: 
one is the proton channel, another forms a ring at the inner surface, and the third is re- 
quired for attachment to  the remaining portion of the complex. 
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An interesting study by Bastide et a1 [145] showed that there are genuine similar- 
ities between the amino acid sequence immediately adjacent to the phosphate binding site 
of the Catt-ATPase of sarcoplasmic reticulum and that of the Nat-Kt-ATPase. We presume 
that, when the complete amino acid sequences are known in all of the ATPases, widespread 
homologies will be found among them. 

ORIGIN OF CHLOROPLASTS AND MITOCHONDRIA 

Considerable evidence has been advanced to support the view that mitochondria and 
chloroplasts are descended from intracellular prokaryotic symbionts [26, 1461 . Both kinds 
of organelles retained some of their genes and the machinery for their expression. These in- 
tracellular organelles have retained the proton economy of their forebearers. Mitochondria 
contain the complete respiratory chain consisting of the “coupling sites” for proton pump- 
ing plus an ATPase driven by protonmotive force. A variety of other proton driven reactions, 
ie, Ht-substrate cotransport and p-substrate exchange, have been clearly demonstrated in 
mitochondria. The contemporary Paracoccus denitrificans shows a remarkably similar 
respiratory chain to that of mitochondria [147] and, therefore, is believed to share a 
common ancestor with them. 

Chloroplasts are belived to be descended from photosynthetic bacteria that were 
associated with eukaryotic cells as symbionts. Protons driven into the granna of the chloro- 
plast producing a pH of approximately four units (inside acid) which, in turn, drives ATP 
synthesis via the @ ATPase. 
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